UA releases off-campus living guide

The 102-page volume gives landlord survey results and off-campus living advice.

By Alexandre Milosikov

The Daily Pennsylvanian

To order as a "wish list" — the Undergraduate Assembly has this plan — to help students find the best off-campus accommodations.

The Undergraduate Assembly at the University of Pennsylvania has released a new off-campus living guide. The guide includes landlord survey results, advice for students looking to move off campus, and information on common living costs.

The guide is intended to help students navigate the process of finding off-campus housing. It includes survey results from landlords about common issues, tips for negotiating with landlords, and information on typical living costs. The guide aims to provide comprehensive information to help students make informed decisions when searching for off-campus housing.

Policy: Use of night blights.
requires ID

Students will have to display their PennCards while in eight campus buildings during late-night hours.

By Laura McClure

In the wake of recent attacks, a high percentage of female students in the Penn community have been encouraged to use the night blight program to ensure their safety. The night blight program requires students to display their PennCards while in the eight campus buildings during late-night hours.

The eight buildings included in the program are: The HU, Moore, Moore, Student Services, the Medical Library, the Moore Building, the Tower Building, and Logan Hall.

The program was established with an Undergraduate Assembly resolution and will continue throughout the year.

Rendell urges mayors to sue gun industry

But Philadelphia has not yet joined cities such as Chicago and New Orleans in suing over the costs of gun violence.

By Paul Karsch

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Mayor Ed Rendell, dozens of U.S. cities — including Philadelphia — could be seeking state or national office in 2000

Rendell says he is considering filing lawsuits against gun makers in hopes that the industry will take notice — and if nothing else, that the sheer quantity of suits will force the industry to take action.

The two-term mayor and Penn State graduate is currently in his final year in office. Rendell, who has been mulling over all his options, has not made up his mind about his plans for the future.

"We thought this was something the student body needed, and we were the only ones who could provide it," explained UA Vice Chairperson Michael Bassik.

And College freshman Salem Samra, a PAS vice president, said, "We figured it was a win-win situation for us and the UMC."

The campus minority council, which is the newest member of the United Minorities Council — an umbrella organization for campus minority groups — bringing the council's 11th and newest member.

The eight buildings included in the policy are: The Blauhaus, the Division of Public Safety, the Thompson Center, the Penn Museum, and the Penn Women's Center.

The policy also states that anyone In the buildings after hours will be asked to leave and that if anyone is seen in the buildings, the Division of Public Safety will now require students to wear a PennCard to access the buildings.

The new policy is in line with an Undergraduate Assembly resolution passed earlier this month, which called for the use of PennCards in all campus buildings.

Students will have to display their PennCards while in eight campus buildings during late-night hours.

By Stephanie Gilson

The Penn Arab Society has added a new member, the University of Pennsylvania's College of Business Administration. The addition of the Penn Arab Society to the Undergraduate Assembly will now require students to wear a PennCard to access the buildings.
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By Stephanie Gilson

The Penn Arab Society was unanimously voted in Wednesday night by the Penn Community Council, the umbrella organization for campus minority groups — bringing the total number of UMC member groups to 19.

Penn President Helen Adler Abuad said that she is "very, very happy with the vote," with the vote.
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Penn President Helen Adler Abuad said that she is "very, very happy with the vote," with the vote.

"We figured it was a win-win situation for us and the UMC," explained UA Vice Chairperson Michael Bassik.

And College freshman Salem Samra, a PAS vice president, said, "We figured it was a win-win situation for us and the UMC."

The campus minority council, which is the newest member of the United Minorities Council — an umbrella organization for campus minority groups — bringing the council's 11th and newest member.
Panelists discuss bioethics of cloning, gene therapy

By Neikal Chopra

Even before scientists began to dream animals through genetic engineering and "designing" genes, ethical debates have surged in the medical and scientific communities as to how far people should go to control their own bodies.

The panel of four figures with different perspectives on the bioethics debate defended the process to over 110 students and faculty in a discussion held yesterday in Logan Hall. The experts — including Gita Kaul, a science writer for The New York Times and author of "How To Be Dolly and the Puffy: Biochemistry and the Development of the Transgenic Mouse"; Jean Boyd, a Presbyterian minister; and Peter Wieck, M.D., the services director of My Favorite Muffin franchise — expressed their viewpoints on cloning and the ethical implications of the process.

The term "cloning," according to Wieck, is the result of hundreds of complaints from students who have repeatedly suggested that "cloning" be posted.

Sponsored by Student Health Advisory Board, Hillel, and 1FC

Boston University Sherman Union (775 Commonwealth Avenue) Thursday, January 21, 1999 from 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

We re going to try to be very responsive and offer efficient service and have done that to Dolly and The Path Ahead. We tried to get his passport out of a locker to end the lease. It required a male Drexel student was the victim. A man claiming to be a foreigner in the direction of Market Street on Monday afternoon, and watched his money while the other man took the foreigner to the bus station.
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Arab Society joins UMC

The group sponsors events, talks and cultural shows, as well as discussions focusing on Middle Eastern affairs and the preservation of Arab culture.

UMC President Chaz Howard, a College junior, suggested to the UMC last month that the PAS join the organization.

"It's raining; you're staying in bed."

"We have no control over the in- ten of the end user of our products," he said. "I don't know why industry that does."
The Daly

American plane crashes slammed into a wooded area in Japan, injuring pilot

TOkyo — A U.S. Air Force fighter slammed into a wooded area in Japan yesterday, killing both pilots and injuring another pilot after ejecting from the jet. The incident is the second crash in as many days in northern Japan, involving American military planes.

A senior Foreign Ministry official complained about the accidents in the U.S. military and demanded an investigation. Chief Cabinet Secretary Hirohiko Nakasone said Japan takes the accidents very seriously. Many Japanese complain that U.S. military exercises damage rural environments.
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Yugoslavia's Milosevic allows peace verifier to remain
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Check out the DPI Online. http://dailypennsylvanian.com

Yale admission fraud case put off

NEW HAVEN, Conn. — A woman accused of faking her credentials to get into Yale University, then concealing a phone rape story to deflect questions about the credentials, stood in a Connecticut courthouse today and asked a judge to put off her fraud hearing.

Defense attorney Norm Pattis said that the women's action was a form of "educational espionage" he discovered when he was hired to represent Jenkins.

The 23-year-old woman had been scheduled for Jenkins to appear in court today on charges of conspiracy to commit fraud.

Pattis said he had "no idea, none" on whether the woman had committed the crimes.

The letter, which Pattis said he received when she began classes, is being studied exactly what modifications, if any, that the letter requests.
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Penn has an unprecedented chance to increase student research opportunities

With external funding at an all-time high — nearly $414 million in 1999 — Penn has an unprecedented opportunity to increase undergraduate research. In the University has not lagged in this important area — far from it. The recently announced Center for Undergraduate Pursuit is a major initiative is the latest example of funding initiatives for undergraduate research.

But as education continues headlong into an era of inter-active technology, the American university, which is increasingly turning its focus to learning in the laboratory and the research library, the traditional lecture is living on borrowed time.

A wide variety of programs within existing university components already exist Department of Psychology, the University of Pennsylvania, the中心城市 program, and the School of Education to name a few. But a few examples. But students remain thirsty for research opportunities, and so, Penn must do more to increase awareness of existing opportunities.

One avenue for doing so is the Undergraduate Research Initiative. The center is a clearinghouse for potential research opportunities and its recent move to 360 Locust Walk makes it even easier than ever to contact.

There are other avenues for discovery exploration, too. One worthy idea in the Student Committees on Undergraduate Education's proposal is to present three courses: a seminar, and a half-semester course in a particular discipline.

Another is a program run University of Michigan. The “gamma” program, which matches freshmen interested in performing research with mentors from the faculty.

The initiative offers Penn students a chance to develop in the present, and the future, with the support of someone who had the opportunity to pursue research during the course of an undergraduate education. And there is the potential for that research to impact the progress and the performance of Penn students.
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Welcome to The Daily Pennsylvanian, the independent student newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania. Daily Pennsylvanian staff and editors work to ensure the news and opinions in the paper are as diverse and authentic as the University community in response to articles, events, coverage or other issues. For information on where letters should be directed, see below.

Corrections and Clarifications: The DP strives to get all the facts right all the time, but invariably some mistakes slip through the cracks. Corrections and clarifications are printed on page 2 of the newspaper. To report one, see information below.

Campus Events: A daily listing of upcoming happenings in and around campus that appears on page 2 of the newspaper. Campus events are provided as a public service by the University and are free to members of the University. See below for submission information.

What do I do if I have a:  
Letter to the Editor: Letters should be less than 300 words and typed double-spaced or typed single-spaced. All letters submitted for publication should include the author's name, phone number and a description of the University. Our Editorial Board reserves the right to publish or reject any opinion. The author's name will be published if permission is granted. Mail: The Daily Pennsylvanian, 3601 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104. Phone: (215) 898-6585. E-mail: dp@daily pennsylvanian.com. View a complete list of online submissions at http://dailypennsylvanian.com. 

Definitions of things you see in the newspaper: 

Articles: Issues and events reported on objectively by Daily Pennsylvanian staff writers. Articles on the World page are compiled from Associated Press dispatches, and are not staff-written. 

Editorial: The opinion of The Daily Pennsylvanian editorial board, which appears unsigned on the Opinion page of the newspaper beneath the listing of editors and managers. 

Column: An opinion piece which appears on the Opinion page of the newspaper. The views reflected in columns are solely those of the author and not those of The Daily Pennsylvanian or members of its editorial board. Weekly columnists are selected from a pool of applicants by the editorial board. A new weekly newspaper before each semester begins and have complete freedom in their choice of topics. 

Guest Column: An editorial perspective written by a member of the University community to elaborate on issues or opinions in longer form than a Letter to the Editor. 

Contact Information: Contact The Daily Pennsylvanian by Bimmy Appinella for more information. 

Letters to the Editor: Short letters — no more than 300 words — submitted by members of the University community in response to articles, events, coverage or other issues. For information on where letters should be directed, see below.

Performing Arts Listings: 34th Street magazine offers a list of all campus performing arts shows each week in its Guide section. In order for your show to be listed, information should be submitted to 34th Street no later than 5 p.m. the Tuesday before the show.

Request to reprint or article or photo: The Daily Pennsylvanian reserves the right to all material published in the newspaper. For information on reprint rights, call Executive Editor Kent Malms. 

Subscription: Subscriptions to The Weekly Pennsylvanian, our weekly summary of campus events, are available for only $38 for 36 weeks. Subscriptions to the DP are available for $200 a year. More information can be obtained by calling or writing the paper.

Towards Monday's meet, it is interesting to be aware that the Quakers' match up against Dartmouth will be a battle of rising freshman talent. Both teams are looking to improve before the Eastern Championships in late February. The changes in the line-up will also give the team the chance to gain a little experience, since some Quakers will be swimming new events. Overall, the coaches hope the meet will give them a better read to the year, particularly for the Eastern spots. Senior tri-captain Paul Poggi said he feels the Navy will be a good chance for the team to hone its skills for future meets. Navy meets itself. Swimmers and coaches alike predicted that tomorrow's meet will be a lot more exciting than the Navy meet itself. Swimmers and coaches alike predicted that tomorrow's meet will be a lot more exciting than the Navy meet itself. Swimmers and coaches alike predicted that tomorrow's meet will be a lot more exciting than the Navy meet itself.

The day's most exciting event, however, will be a 2:16.47 That time is almost the exact time that one of Navy's top rookies, Cathy Holland, swam the 100-yard backstroke at the Ivy championships. "It's a big race, and now we have to stay patient and suck with it," Lawior Gilbert said. "We have some excellent sophomores, and we are going to do well as a team."
898-1111

Classified Ads

Classifieds appear in the order listed below. If you can't find a heading in the listing, there are no ads of that type in this classified section.

FOR RENT

SUBLET
ROOMMATES
REAL ESTATE
HELP WANTED
FOR SALE
SERVICES
TYPING
INSTRUCTION
WANTED
BUSINESS OPPS.
HEALTH & FITNESS
TICKETS
TRAVEL
ADOPTION
LOST & FOUND
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
MISCELLANEOUS

FOR RENT

CAMPUS APARTMENTS
898-1111
898-1111
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT
ROOMMATES
CABLE STATIONS
BROADCAST STATIONS

FOR RENT

COMPANY APARTMENTS
Cable: 215-382-1300

FOR RENT

THE UNIVERSITY CITY SPECIALISTS:
Apartments & Houses for Rent
For Roommates
Small Number of Tenants
Services Available: 24 Hours a Day

FOR RENT

NEW APARTMENTS?
AT OUR
COME STAY

FOR RENT

898-1111

Cool People Live Off Campus.

Join them. Call now for prices and availability.

CAMPUS APARTMENTS
4043 Walnut Street • 215-382-1300
www.campusapts.com

TV TONIGHT
FRIDAY EVENING JANUARY 22, 1999

8:00  NBC (4) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Green Acres
FAMILY\n
8:00  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

8:00  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Family Feud

8:00  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
All My Children

8:30  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

8:30  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
The Morning Show

8:30  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
One Life to Live

9:00  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

9:00  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
The Pest

9:00  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Guiding Light

9:30  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

9:30  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
All My Children

9:30  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
One Life to Live

10:00  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

10:00  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Six Feet Under

10:00  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Guiding Light

10:30  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

10:30  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
The Pest

10:30  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Guiding Light

11:00  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

11:00  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
All My Children

11:00  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
One Life to Live

11:30  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

11:30  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Six Feet Under

11:30  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Guiding Light

12:00  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

12:00  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
The Pest

12:00  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Guiding Light

12:30  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

12:30  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
All My Children

12:30  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
One Life to Live

1:00  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

1:00  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Six Feet Under

1:00  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Guiding Light

1:30  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

1:30  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
The Pest

1:30  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Guiding Light

2:00  WBCT (1) 4291 OSAGE
M*A*S*H

2:00  KCPR (48) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
All My Children

2:00  WYCA (55) 4015 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
One Life to Live
Many vendors report large fall in revenue

**VENDING**

According to Lynch, business is about the same as when his truck was parked on Walnut Street in front of Gimbel. He added that the five-year lease guarantee was a good compromise.

"If we see vending stand the test of time... it should remain as a viable option for the students. But we can't spend a lot on lunch," Lynch said.

Other vendors at the Gimbel food plaza said that the negotiations are working out as well as can be expected.

The one thing that is sure is that more are looking for a spot in one of the five food plazas.

"I'm sure that there's going to be a lot of them here," said operator Timmy Tien said.

Some vendors who were asked to accept a spot in one of the five food plazas have also seen a decrease in business but seem to be satisfied with the location.

Kostas Omiridis, owner of Pizza-D-Lit here everyone's together, we can talk to each other."

But according to Jack Shannon, the university's top executive, the university took steps to ensure this fall in publicizing the plazas, including purchasing advertising in The Daily Pennsylvania, maintaining a searchable World Wide Web site, and hanging banners up at the plazas.

Shannon said that much more should be done. "The University has to take its head in their hands to deal with the political process where vendors would be located," he said. "They, therefore, should reprogram the computer system where to look for the food."

Shannon agreed that the location at 312 Street — where Goldstein's truck is located — is not in great shape now, but he said it's confident that it will improve over time.

Still, he said that overall he's happy with how things have turned out. "I think overall it's fair to say that Lenny's is going to be for the vendors at that location and most importantly for the consumers," Shannon said.

Some vendors have bid if business continues to slow, they may have to pull out of University City or find another job. "If business doesn't pick up we're going to have to look into something other than vending," said Lenny's, also named Lenny. "There's only so long you can deal with losing money or breaking even."

Goldstein said that because his business has plunged — he estimates that he's making well less than half of what he was last year — he's already looking for another occupation.

"But, again, several other vendors, who said that while his revenue is down, he's still making enough money to justify staying on Penn's campus.

**HAMILTON COURT**

Your Best Choice for Off-Campus Student Housing!

- Free Fitness Center!
- Only One Block To Campus!
- Evenings Doorman!
- Furnished Apartments!
- Satellite TV With More Than 25 Channels!

**APARTMENTS**

The DP offers you the best saving opportunities. Be a reporter!

Earn Some Extra Cash... Find a Job in the Help Wanted Section of the DP Classifieds

**INTERNSHIP WEEK '99**

**Programs & Workshops**

**Jan 25 - 29, 1999**

Finding an Internship

Monday, Jan. 25 12:00 - 1:00 McNeel 167-168

Tuesday, Jan. 26 12:00 - 1:00 McNeel 167-168

Thursday, Jan. 28 4:30 - 5:30 McNeel 141

Friday, Jan. 29 4:30 - 5:30 McNeel 285-286

**Resume Writing**

Monday, Jan. 25 4:00 - 5:00 McNeel 309

**Internships in DC Panel**

Tuesday, Jan. 26 4:30 - 6:00 Annenberg 110

**Interviewing for Summer Positions**

Wednesday, Jan. 27 12:00-1:00 McNeel 167-168

**Posters**

Wednesday, Jan. 27 4:30 - 6:30 Annenberg 109

Call for an Appointment at 215.386.3350 Or Visit our Web Site at http://www.uncareally.com

**CHESTNUT HALL**

- Variety of Floor Plans
- Conditioning Center
- Laundry Facilities
- Penetrex Phone System

- Many Somic Views

Call for an Appointment at 215.386.3350 Or Visit our Web Site at http://www.uncareally.com

**APARTMENTS**

For information contact: Tracy Griffin, Division of General Internal Medicine, 34-1121, HUP on an Equal Opportunity Employer.
M. Track hopes bus arrives in time for Cornell Invitational

By Sebastian Stockman

Coming of a strong showing at last Saturday's Delaware Invitational, the Penn women's track team entered this weekend with the hope that something unusual would not happen: The bus would not break down, causing the team to miss its flight into New York, the Quakers will try to maintain that momentum at the Cornell Invitational this weekend.

It's important to compete well against Cornell to give an idea of where we are and where we need to be going into Ic4A's, senior sprinter Shane McDonald said.

The Big College Championships, known to the athletes and their coaches as "Ic4As," is the most important meet of the indoor season. The meet serves as a催化剂 for the remainder of the season in the Ivy League as well as the country. Penn posted 186.075 points last Saturday, winning the meet against Cornell, Columbia, Princeton and Dartmouth.

For head coach Bill Norton, this weekend's meet will be a last chance to see how the Quakers are performing in "real" competition where "real" competition is defined as against other teams and not just the competition within the Ivy League. It's the most important meet of the indoor season. The meet serves as a catalyst for the remainder of the season in the Ivy League as well as the country.

"Our goal was to win a long jump title at nationals, but I set some other goals, too," Owens said. "I've been working hard all season, and I'm a lot more sound physically and mentally."

Owens, a senior, said that he approached the Invitational with his "A-game" and that he'd like to use the Invitational as a stepping stone to the NCAA championships.
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Antonio McDyess’ return to play in Denver delayed

DENVER – Antonio McDyess returned to Denver last night, just 24 hours after it appeared the Nuggets’ plan to not re-sign McDyess would be to re-sign center Benoît Benjamin.

Negotiations between McDyess and his agents, Tony Dutt and James Geary, had narrowed his choices to Phoenix and Denver, but they were still uncertain. The first time of events included a closed-door meeting in the Nuggets’ locker room and a meeting with Denver and McDyess Denver for a scheduled 3 p.m. news conference. His introduction was put off until 4 p.m. and ultimately postponed indefinitely.

Several league sources said part of what McDyess wants in Denver is a chance to re-sign Benjamin if he accepts a one-year deal at $1.2 million.

McDyess’ agent has said re-signing or trading him and his agent had narrowed his choices to Phoenix and Denver, but they were still uncertain. The first time of events included a closed-door meeting in the Nuggets’ locker room and a meeting with Denver and McDyess Denver for a scheduled 3 p.m. news conference. His introduction was put off until 4 p.m. and ultimately postponed indefinitely.

"We’re not ready to do anything just yet," Iess said.

In the end, the deal might be re-negotiated, but he said, "I have an idea, that’s it.”

"I’m going to stay and make the team and do the best I can next season," he said.

"It’s not a deal," Iess said. "It’s not a deal, but it’s the best I can do."
W. Hoops aims to spair Bison at Bucknell

The Penn women's basketball team travels to Bucknell in search of its fourth win away from the Palestra this year.

By Kate Goldhaber

It is a week where the Penn women's basketball team sees its coaching staff lose to Lafayette drop its record to 3-10, only one victory in the Quakers' five Ivy League games.

"There's a lot going on with these young adults right now," said head coach Jayne Fragaszy. "They are making a decision as to what their future will be and they're in a state of transition."

"I'm glad they've had some time to think about it and we're going to get on the road together."

"You've got to be able to push the pace. We've got to be able to run and we've got to be able to get back and give it back to them."

"We're all hungry for a win right now, hungry for a victory and hungry for more experiences."

"We've got to push the pace and we've got to push the ball, we've got to move the ball, we've got to make the next move, make the next pass and get the next opportunity to score."

"We've got to be able to run and we've got to be able to push the pace."

The Penn fencing team faces

Wrestling takes Michigan swing

The Penn wrestling team faces No. 8 Central Michigan and Eastern Michigan in its first two dual meets of the season.

By Kyle Seitz

This weekend will mark the second weekend in a row for the No. 17 Penn wrestling team as it travels to No. 8 Central Michigan to compete in the Bronco Invitational on Saturday. It marks the official start of the dual meet season.

The Quakers continued their pattern of playing well in the first half andcoasting after the break.

By Marc Chodock

As the NCAA wrestling season begins, the Quakers travel to Lewisburg, Pa., to face Bucknell at Davis Gym.

Inside the NCAA wrestling season, the Quakers' first dual meet was against the Bison (7-11) on Saturday.

The Bison lost 13 of the 14 matches and the final score was 18-6.

The Quakers continued their pattern of playing well in the first half andcoasting after the break.

The Bison had its share of the action in the first half, but the Quakers were able to take control in the second half and win 13-6.

Gymnastics faces tough Invite

The Penn gymnastics team already has its sights set on the 190-point barrier as it heads to the GW Invite.

By Tom Pitzgibbon

In the city featuring the body builders of the NFL, the Wilks Brothers and the White Mamba, it can be very difficult to locate a high level of athletic talent. That will not be the case this weekend, however.

The Quakers will be hosting a competitive squad from George Washington and comfortably ahead of Maryland and West Virginia.

Last year, Penn finished second out of four teams in its best performance ever at GW. The Quakers scored 138.850, shifting them from 14th to 11th in the country and to sixth from 17th in the region.

This year, the competition will be even tougher with the addition of Maryland and North Carolina.

Penn coach Tom Kovac said, "It gives the team members a chance to step up and perform to the best of their abilities."